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CRACKS WITH BONDING BETWEEN THE LIPS
IN FRICTION LINING

Abstract

A plane problem of failure mechanics for friction lining is considered. It is
assumed that failure of friction lining material occurs under multiple braking.
The problem on equilibrium of friction lining with a crack with bonds between
the lips in end areas is reduced to the solution of nonlinear singular integrodif-
ferential equation with Cauchy type kernel.

Problem Statement. Contact couple ”drum-lining” of drum block brake mech-
anisms functions under complicated stres state conditions. Elaboration of mathe-
matical model within of which one could effectively prognose development of crack
in friction lining under braking is of great importance.

Let there be a rectilinear crack of length 2l1 in elastic lining near the friction
surface. Mode of operation of frictional couple wherein there may arise residual
strains, are considered to be inadmissible. In the center of the crack we arrange an
origin of local system of coordinates x1o1y1 whose axis o1x1 coincides with crack’s
line and makes an angle α1, with the axis Ox.

We consider [1] a model of the crack in areas where the cracks lips interact.
Assume that these areas adjoin to vertices of the crack, their dimensions are unknown
beforehand, and may be comparable with the size of the crack.

Interaction of cracks lips at the end area is modelled by introducing between the
cracks lips the cohesive forces (bonds) having the given strain diagram. Physical
nature of such bonds and the size of the end area wherein interaction of lips is
realized, are free from external loads. Isolate the parts of cracks d1 and d2 (the end
areas) adjoint to its vertices, wherein cracks lips interact.

In the course of operation of friction couple, under the action of external (con-
tact pressure and friction force) power load on lining in bonds connecting cracks
lips, there will arise in general case normal qy1 (x1) and tangental qx1y1 (x1) forces.
Consequently, normal and tangential forces qy1 (x1) and qx1y1 (x1) will be applied to
cracks lips at the end areas. The values of these stresses are not known beforehand
and are to be determined in the solution process of a boundary value problem of
failure mechanics.

We model friction lining by a curved (annular) beam close to narrow rectangle.
Assume that the external contour of the lining is close to annular one. As is known,
a real processed surface is never absolutely smooth, it always has micro or macro-
scopic unevennes of technological character that form roughness and they essentialy
influence on various operational properties of triboconjunction [3] .

The friction lining will bend in the curvature plane under the action of contact
pressure on external boundary. Refer the lining to polar system of coordinates
rθ having chosen the origin of coordinates at the centre of concentric circles Lθ,
L with radii R0 and R, respectively. Consider some arbitrary realization of rough
external surface of the lining. In the area occupied by friction lining, the stress tensor




